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Welcome to the inaugural edition of Shephard Media’s Special
Operations Equipment Handbook (SOEH). As the latest addition to
the company’s popular series, the book reflects our 2017 expansion
into this unique market through the acquisition of the former Special
Operations International magazine and its subsequent relaunch as
Special Operations Forum (SOF).
While remaining true to the historical underpinnings of the earlier
publication, Shephard has been able to expand its special operations
coverage through the application of corporate knowledge and
business data drawn from a broad range of related fields, from infantry
equipment to specialised rotary-wing aircraft designs.
This latest handbook is far more than a simple compendium of
existing information. In developing this first edition, the editorial team
embraced the philosophies espoused by the USSOCOM Acquisition,
Technology and Logistics community to ‘move at the speed of SOF’. As
a result of this approach, the entries in this first handbook reflect some
of the latest hardware developments to emerge across both US and
global special operations communities.
Broad equipment topic headings in this volume include Mobility,
SOF Warrior, C4I and SRSE (special reconnaissance, surveillance and
exploitation).
Mobility is one handbook section where some unique SOF
requirements are evident. In the representative case of USSOCOM,
those needs are met by a fleet spectrum spanning from small off-road
Light Tactical All-Terrain Vehicles to specially modified Mine Resistant
Ambush Protected platforms.
Moreover, specialised user requirements involve the use of NonStandard Commercial Vehicles, modified civilian platforms that allow
SOF to operate in visual anonymity or conduct operations without the
presence of an established US logistical presence.
SOF Mobility listings also encompass both air (fixed-wing/rotary-wing/
military free-fall) and maritime (surface and sub-surface) environments.
In the case of SOF Warrior, the book provides detailed information
on more than 200 systems, spanning assault rifles and shotguns,
sniper rifles, handguns and personal defence weapons (PDWs), visual
augmentation and suppressors.
Within each of these areas, the SOF community is developing or
has fielded a range of unique systems, from long-range sniper rifle
differences between .338 Lapua and .338 Norma Magnum calibres to
‘subsonic’ capabilities of some short-range handguns and PDWs.
Other examples of systems designed to meet identified SOF needs can
be found in the SRSE section, where more than 80 highlighted systems
cover areas like communications and electronic intelligence, directionfinding, and both communications and IED jamming systems.
Shephard looks forward to the development of an expanded SOEH
over the next 12 months. There is no charge for product listings, so if
you or your company would like to suggest new equipment or provide
more in-depth data, contact us at reference@shephardmedia.com.
In the meantime, we hope that you will also explore potential synergies
by joining the ongoing community discussion occurring on the pages
of SOF magazine.
Scott R Gourley, Editor, Special Operations Forum
scott.g@shephardmedia.com
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SPECIFICATIONS

MOBILITY
Mobility is one area where unique SOF requirements are evident. In the representative
case of USSOCOM, those requirements are met by a fleet spectrum spanning from
small off-road Light Tactical All-Terrain Vehicles to specially modified Mine Resistant
Ambush Protected platforms. Moreover, specialised user requirements involve the use
of Non-Standard Commercial Vehicles, modified commercial platforms that allow SOF
to operate in visual anonymity for some missions or to conduct operations without the
presence of an established US logistical presence.
This section covers the land environment in the form of special operations vehicles as well
as the maritime (surface and sub-surface) and air (fixed-wing/rotary-wing/military freefall)
environments.
The specifications listed here are intended to provide a reference source for the basic
parameters that describe the platform’s performance. Most data has been supplied
by the manufacturers, who can give more detailed information on request.
Entries are listed alphabetically by company.
If you think your platform should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.
ABOVE: US marines load a C2 MRZR internally transportable vehicle into a CH-53E Super Stallion on the flight deck of the amphibious
assault ship USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD 6) as part of a vertical assault exercise during Talisman Saber 17. (Photo: USN)
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MOBILITY

Special operations vehicles

►

ACMAT Defense ► Bastion

ACMAT unveiled the 4x4 Bastion APC at Eurosatory 2010 and the
Extreme Mobility version at Eurosatory 2012. The Bastion is based
on the all-welded-steel chassis of ACMAT’s VLRA TDN-TDE series,
and a large number of components are interchangeable with
the VLRA and ALTV. The Extreme Mobility model includes a new
running gear with independent suspension, among other
alterations, designed to improve mobility. The driver and
commander enter through doors either side of the front cabin,
and double doors at the rear provide access to the rear
compartment, which seats eight soldiers. An armoured gun port
is fitted beneath each of the three windows on either side of the
troop compartment. Various small-calibre weapons can be
mounted to meet user needs. The Bastion can be transported by
C-160 and C-130 aircraft and slung beneath a CH-47
medium-lift helicopter. Renault Trucks Defense has said it will
offer the ACMAT Bastion for the UK’s Future Protected Battlefield
Ambulance to replace the British Army’s Land Rover-based
battlefield ambulance. Type: 4x4 multipurpose vehicle Length:
6m Width: 2.2m Height: 2.4m to roof Weight: 15t (combat)
Payload: 1-2t depending upon protection level Max speed:

110km/h on road Range: 1,000km on road Powerplant: 158kW
5l turbo diesel Crew: 2 (driver, commander) Passengers: 8 in rear
compartment Armament: various pintle-mounted weapons,
protected weapon stations or RWS Ballistic protection levels:
high-hardness armoured steel monocoque shell to which
additional armour can be fitted, providing ballistic protection up
to STANAG 4569 Level 3 and Level 2a/2b mine blast protection

ACMAT Defense ► VLRA Series
ACMAT’s VLRA range of liaison, reconnaissance and support
vehicles is used by the French Army and more than 50 other
military forces. Numerous 4x4 and 6x6 variants are available.
The VLRA is combat-proven in extreme conditions and has a
drop-frame all-welded rigid chassis, cold-stamped HEL steel
standardised components, modularity to support troops,
weapons and fire support systems. The multirole all-wheeled
tactical vehicle integrates technologies including Euro 2 to Euro
5 diesel engines. More than 12,000 VLRAs have been sold to
date. Type: 4x4/6x6 Applications: multirole Length: 6.1-7m
Width: 2.2m Height: 2.4m Weight: 8.5-17t GVW Payload: 2.5-5t
Max speed: 110km/h Range: 1,400km Gradient: 65% Side
slope: 30% Fording: 1m Powerplant: 180-240hp turbodiesel
Euro 0-5 Seating: 2-19 Cargo area: 3-3.9x2.1m Transportability:
air-transportable by tactical transport such as C-130, C-160,
CN235, or medium-lift helicopters such as CH-47 Gearbox:
5-speed automatic gearbox

Beijing Zhongzi Yanjing Automobile Co., Ltd ► YJ2081C/YJ2080C
Yanjing’s YJ2081C and YJ2080C are part of the YJ series of
armoured vehicles and is a ten-person protective assault
vehicle. Yanjing have also developed the C1 and C3 model of
the YJ2080C/2081C. The C1 model is designed to be deployed
as an acoustic denial vehicle to be deployed for anti-terrorist,
crowd dispersion, political and psychological non-military
activities. The C3 model is a ten person protective border patrol
vehicle. Length: 5980mm Width: 2300mm Height: 2300mm
Weight: 6400kg Payload: 1800kg (YJ2081C), 1600kg (YJ2080C)
Wheelbase: 1840mm Track: 3580mm Ground clearance:
400mm Max speed: 135km/h (YJ2081C), 125km/h (YJ2080C)
Range: 900km (YJ2081C), 850km (YJ2080C) Crew: 10 persons
Ballistic protection levels: Level 2 (6kg TNT equivalent)

6
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Bowler Manufacturing ► RIV
Bowler Motorsport, a UK manufacturer which has produced
racing and high performance off road vehicles since 1985,
entered into the defence vehicle marketing withe the unveiling
of its Rapid Intervention Vehicle (RIV) concept at the
September 2017 DSEI exhibition. The RIV concept is based on
Bowler’s Cross Sector Platform (CSP), a multi-use vehicle
platform based on a patented chassis design, fitted with a
common range of modular sub-systems and components. This
allows several vehicle variants to be operated, serviced and
maintained from common parts and methods. With a GVW of
4,000kg the open top RIV can carry a payload of up to 2,000kg.
Bowler is proposing the RIV for a variety of roles including
special operations, reconnaissance, long range patrol and and
ISTAR. The RIV displayed at DSEI was armed with a
pintle-mounted .50cal heavy machine gun mounted on the roll
cage. It was equipped with four ProTEK blast attenuating seats
from Tek Military Seating. Bowler intends the RIV to be first of a
family of military vehicles based on the CSP which will be
air-transportable by CH-47 helicopter and C-130 transport. The

next will be a cab forward/forward control ‘Mule’ variant which
the company says will be suited for such roles as troop carrier,
ambulance, C2/C4I, logistics, fire truck and artillery tractor. Type:
4x4 multirole vehicle Weight: up to 4,000kg Payload: 2,000kg
Max speed: 160km/h Powerplant: Land Rover V6 turbo diesel
Crew: 4 Armament: various pintle-mounted weapons

General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical Systems ► Flyer 60 ALSV
GD OTS, in partnership with Flyer Defense, developed the Flyer
60 Advanced Light Strike Vehicle (ALSV) in parallel with the Flyer
72. The Flyer 60 is 1.52m in width and height. The two vehicles
share the same engine, suspension, transmission, and electrical
systems. The vehicle provides off-road, cross-country mobility in
harsh weather conditions. It can be fitted with a 360° ring mount
on the vehicle’s tubular roll cage and additional guns can be
swing-mounted on both sides. The Flyer 60 can also carry up to
five litter patients. It can drive on and off the USSOCOM’s MV-22
Osprey tiltrotors, CH-47 and CH-53 helicopters, and be carried
underslung by the UH-60. On 21 October 2013, GD OTS was
awarded a three-year indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity
contract for up to ten vehicles for evaluation for the command’s
V-22 Internally Transportable Vehicle (ITV) requirement. Tencate
has developed an armour kit that provides ballistic protection,
including full doors, a rear panel and a roof, as well as underbody
mine/IED blast protection. The Flyer 60 can be for configured for
various roles including light strike, reconnaissance, C4ISR, rescue
and personnel recovery, and command and control. Type: 4x4

Length: 4.57m Width: 1.52m Height: 1.52m Payload: 1.58t Kerb
weight: 1.81t Max speed: 137km/h on road Range: 724km on
road Gradient: 60% Powerplant: 119kW 2l diesel Crew: 4
Armament: 360º turret ring can accept weapons from a 7.62mm
MG up to a .50cal GAU-19 or MK44, four swing-arm door mounts
for pintle-mounted weapons

General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical Systems ► Flyer 72 ALSV/GMV 1.1
The Flyer 72 Advanced Light Strike Vehicle (ALSV) was developed
in partnership with Flyer Defense to meet the USSOCOM Ground
Mobility Vehicle (GMV) 1.1 requirement. In August 2013, GD OTS
was awarded an indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity contract
to supply up to 1,297 GMV 1.1 vehicles. GD OTS was awarded
low-rate initial production in October 2014. In 2015, the Italian
Army bought nine vehicles, with options for another 18. In
February 2017, the US Army authorised the procurement of ten
vehicles with FY2017 funding and another 100 in FY2018. The
GMV 1.1 can carry nine personnel and provides off-road,
cross-country mobility in harsh weather conditions. It is capable
of being guns up less than 1min after leaving an aircraft. The
vehicle can be reconfigured for different missions. The GMV 1.1 is
equipped with an A Kit to accept a C4ISR suite. Length: 462cm,
490cm (with pushbar and winch) Width: 183cm Height: 184cm
Weight: 5,080kg Kerb weight: 2,495kg Payload: 2585kg Ground
clearance: 430mm Max speed: 153km/h Range: 483km (at
mission profile), 1,046km (on flat ground at 64kph) Gradient:
60% Side slope: 40% Fording: 760mm w/o preparation
SPECIAL OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK ISSUE 1
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Powerplant: 2.0 L GM DOHC Turbocharged Intercooled JP8
Diesel Direct Injection Common Rail Fuel System (Euro V)
Transmission: automatic power shift 6 speed (Tiptronic) Crew:
up to 9 Armament: HMG, AGL, Mk44 Bushmaster II 30/40mm
automatic cannon ring-mounted, LMGs/MMGs swing-mounted
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Integrated Convoy Protection ► REVA FAV
The 4x4 REVA Fast Attack Vehicle (FAV) is the lightest member
of ICP’s REVA vehicle series and is designed for deep
penetration and long-range reconnaissance missions using
mobility and speed. The REVA FAV carries a driver and
commander in the front of the vehicle and up to five seats can
be fitted in the rear, although two would be more typical. An
M2HB .50cal heavy machine gun, or similar weapon, can be
pintle mounted on the roof of the cab, and 5.56mm and
7.62mm machine guns can be mounted on swing mounts for
the driver and commander. The REVA FAV is powered by a
Cummins diesel engine coupled to an Allison automatic
transmission and an Atlas transfer case, and is able to achieve a
maximum range of 840km. Critical vehicle components are
provided with armour protection. Features include: a
front-mounted winch; power steering; and a manually operated
central tyre inflation system.

Integrated Convoy Protection ► REVA Scout
Designed for special forces, patrol, reconnaissance and
anti-poaching missions, the 4x4 REVA Scout was shown for the
first time at the September 2016 Africa Aerospace and Defence
exhibition. The open-top Scout has seating at the front for the
driver and commander and can seat up to five in the rear
module. A 360º ring mount on the vehicle’s roll cage can be
armed with weapons such an M2HB .50cal heavy machine gun
or 40mm automatic grenade launcher. Swivel mounts are
provided for four 5.56mm or 7.62mm machine guns and a
mount is also provided for a 60mm mortar. The Scout is
equipped with a Cummins diesel engine coupled to an Allison
or ZF automatic transmission, and Mercedes-Benz axles. Type:
4x4 Powerplant: Cummins diesel Crew: driver, commander
and up to five in rear platform Armament: ring mount for HMG
or AGL, 4x swivel mounts for light or medium machine guns

Krauss-Maffei Wegmann ► SOV
KMW and Poland’s AMZ Kutno began development of the SOV
(Special Operations Vehicle) in 2012 to provide an air-transportable vehicle with off-road performance. A prototype was
unveiled at the September 2014 MSPO exhibition in Poland.
The SOV is based on a Bremach 4x4 heavy-duty chassis with
integration work done by AMZ Kutno. The open-topped patrol
vehicle is fitted with underside mine/IED blast protection and a
ballistic body to which additional armour panels can be fitted.
An innovative folding roll bar shortens the preparation time for
loading into a CH-53 transport helicopter to less than three
minutes as the weapons remain mounted. The modular design
of the SOV allows for various mission-specific vehicle variants
such as a protected transport vehicle with open roof, a pickup
or a flatbed vehicle with high-protection cabin each of which
can be fitted with an RWS. Type: 4x4 special operations vehicle
Variants: personnel carrier, logistics Length: 4.99m Width:
1.93m Height: 2.63m, 1.87m with gun mount folded Weight:
7.5t Payload: 2.5t Kerb weight: 5.0t Range: ≤1,000km
Powerplant: Iveco 3.0l diesel Crew: 2 (driver, commander)
8
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Passengers: 1-4 Armament: top-mounted HMG/AGL, two LMG/
MMGs on swing mounts, other configurations possible Ballistic
protection levels: mine/IED blast protection, ballistic panels
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Navistar Defense ► SOTV
Navistar Defense, Indigen Armor and SAIC teamed to develop
the modular International Special Operations Tactical Vehicle
(SOTV). Designed for high off-road speed and mobility for a
variety of terrain, the SOTV incorporates a US government-furnished C4ISR suite. The chassis, suspension, powertrain and
armoured occupant safety cell were designed to carry large
payloads across rough landscapes in three-man, five-man and
seven-man variants. The scalable armour packages meet
multiple threat levels and accommodate a variety of low-profile
or overt tactical body styles, allowing the vehicle’s profile to be
changed at the crew level. Type: 4x4 Length: 5.34m Width: 2m
Height: 1.82m Weight: 6.12t gross Payload: 3.08t Fording:
0.91m Powerplant: 242kW MaxxForce 6l V8 Crew: driver
Passengers: 4 inside protected cab Armament: main weapon
station and five optional secondary pintle mounts Ballistic
protection levels: scalable armour packages

SPECIAL OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK ISSUE 1
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Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin Company ► S-70A/UH-60A/L/M Black Hawk
The Sikorsky UH-60/S-70 is a medium transport/utility
helicopter which entered US Army service in 1979 as the
UH-60A Black Hawk. Since 2006, Sikorsky has been delivering
the latest UH-60M variant to the US Army and various
international militaries. The US Army UH-60 series aircraft have
amassed over 1 million combat flight hours. The US Army
UH-60A was first fielded in 1979 with T700-GE-700 engines. It
was succeeded in 1987 by the UH-60L with -701C engines.
UH-60M fielding to US and international customers began in
2007 and more than 800 of 1,375 have been delivered to the
US Army to date. The UH-60M is designed to offer reduced pilot
workload, increased lift, better protection and enhanced
survivability for aircraft and crew. Specifications for UH-60M.
Applications: assault, utility, casevac, SAR Overall length: 15.4m
Rotor diameter: 16.3m Height: 5.1m Empty weight: 5,675kg
Max load on sling: 4,080kg Cruise speed: 151kt Range: 510km
Powerplant: 2x 1,994shp (MCP) GE T700-701D turboshafts
MTOW: 9,980kg gross with internal and 10,600kg with external
load Weapons: Hellfire missiles, 70mm rockets, 30mm guns
and mines

Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin Company ► S-70i Black Hawk
The S-70i is an international variant of the Black Hawk and is
assembled at the PZL Mielec facility in Poland. The aircraft’s
T700-GE701D engines, digital avionics and modern wide-chord
rotor blades produce the same power and lift performance as
the UH-60M. Saudi Arabia’s Ministry of Interior became the
launch customer for the S-70i with an order for three aircraft in
2010, and in August 2011 the company announced first
delivery. In February 2014, Turkey’s Defense Industry
Undersecretariat (SSM) selected the S-70 for the $3.5 billion
Turkish Utility Helicopter Program (TUHP). On 7 June 2016, the
SSM signed an agreement with prime TAI, sub-contractor
Sikorsky and Turkish aerospace contractors Aselsan, Turkish
Engine Industries (TEI) and Alp Aviation for the TUHP. The
contract covers the production of 109 helicopters over 10 years
for six military and government agencies. Applications: utility,
EMS, armed assault, fire-fighting, law enforcement, SAR Overall
length: 19.8m (inc rotors) Fuselage length: 15.4m Rotor
diameter: 16.4m Cabin length: 3.8m Cabin height: 1.4m Cabin
width: 2.1m Empty weight: 5,347kg Payload: 4,159kg internal
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load, 4,650kg external load Cruise speed: 149kt (max), 131kt
(economic) Range: 524km MTOW: 10,659kg Powerplant: 2x
1,939hp GE T701D turboshafts Seating: 14 HOGE (ft): 4,300ft
HIGE (ft): 9,000ft
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SOF WARRIOR
The SOF Warrior section of the Special Operations Equipment Handbook provides detailed
information on more than 200 systems, spanning assault rifles and shotguns, sniper rifles,
handguns and personal defence weapons, suppressors and visual augmentation systems.
The specifications listed here are intended to provide a handy reference source for the
basic parameters that describe the performance of the item of equipment. Most data has
been supplied by the manufacturers, who can give more detailed information on request.
Entries are listed alphabetically by company.
If you think you system should be listed, please contact the team at reference@
shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus online database
(shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The 7.62mm FN SCAR-H PR precision rifle is designed for long-range precision fire applications. (Photo: FN Herstal)
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SOF WARRIOR

ASSAULT RIFLES,
CARBINES AND SHOTGUNS
ARSENAL
AR-M4SF
The AR-M4SF is a compact assault rifle with a short barrel
and right-side folding metal buttstock. The magazine,
lower hand guard, upper hand guard and pistol grip
are made from glass fibre-reinforced polycaproamide.
Length: 760mm stock extended, 520mm stock folded
Barrel length: 215mm Weight: 3.42kg without magazine
and collimator sight Calibre: 5.56x45mm NATO,
7.62x39mmR Effective range: 300m (5.56mm), 250m
(7.62mm) Rate of fire: 600rpm Muzzle velocity: 710m/s
(SS109), 750m/s (M193), 600m/s (7.62mm) Maximum
range: 1,100m Feed mechanism: 20- or 30-round
magazines Mode of fire: single-shot, automatic Operating
principle: gas Magazine weight: 580g (30x 5.56mm
rounds), 720g (30x 7.62mm rounds) Sights: 3-dot Tritium,
passive collimator, optical

BENELLI
Benelli M4
The Benelli M4 is a 12-gauge semi-automatic shotgun
manufactured for the US and designated as the
M1014. Benelli’s first gas-operated shotgun, its function
was designed around a novel auto-regulating gasoperated system that simplified its mechanism. It can
accommodate different ammunition calibres, and its
modular design enables it to be reconfigured and low
maintenance. Length: 885.0mm Barrel length: 470.0mm
Weight: 3.82kg Effective range: 50m

BERETTA
ARX160
Beretta developed the 5.56x45mm ARX160 to meet
the requirement for a new weapon for the Italian
Army’s Soldato Futuro project. The weapon features
ambidextrous two-position safety, magazine release
and cocking handle and the user can change the
side spent casings are ejected. Two quick-change
barrels are available: 12in and 16in. The ARX160 has
MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rails at the three, six, nine
and 12 o’clock positions, and features a foldable
telescopic stock. Extensive use is made of polymer
to reduce weight. Beretta developed the GLX160
40x46mm underbarrel grenade launcher for use with
the ARX160. More than 30,000 weapons have been
delivered to the Italian MoD, and the ARX160 has
been exported to military or security customers in
Albania, Egypt, Kazakhstan, Mexico and Turkmenistan.
Specifications for 5.56mm short/long barrel. Length:
820/920mm butt extended, 755/855mm butt closed,
580/680mm butt folded Width: 80mm Height:
280mm Barrel length: 12in/16in Weight: 3/3.1kg
without magazine Calibre: 5.56x45mm, 7.62x39mm,
7.62x51mm Effective range: 600m Feed mechanism:
30-round magazine Mode of fire: semi-automatic,
automatic Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail
52
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ČESKÁ ZBROJOVKA
CZ 805 Bren A1/A2
Česká zbrojovka developed the CZ 805 Bren A1 assault
rifle and A2 carbine in 2006 to provide the Czech armed
forces with a new weapon family firing 5.56x45mm
ammunition. Deliveries of the A1 began in mid-2011.
Controls are ambidextrous and the upper receiver is fitted
with MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rails at the three, six, nine and
12 o’clock positions. The design has a folding adjustable
buttstock. The Bren 2 comes in 8in, 11in and 14in barrel
length. The company’s CZ 805 G1 40mm underbarrel
grenade launcher can be attached to both weapons.
The CZ 805 Bren has been exported to military or law
enforcement customers in Egypt, Mexico, Moldova and
Slovakia. Length: 875mm (A1), 792mm (A2) butt extended;
665mm (A1), 585mm (A2) butt folded Width: 75mm butt
extended, 113mm butt folded Height: 260mm Barrel
length: 360mm (A1), 227mm (A2) Weight: 3.49kg (A1),
3.41kg (A2) magazine empty Calibre: 5.56x45mm Effective
range: 500m (A1), 400m (A2) Feed mechanism: 30-round
magazine Mode of fire: semi-automatic, 2-round burst,
automatic Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail

CZ 806 Bren 2

The 5.56mm CZ 806 Bren 2 is an improved version
of the company’s 5.56mm CZ 805 Bren assault rifle
which is lighter and features improved ergonomics. The
design is based on proven tapping of the combustion
gases from the barrel with the option of a three-stage
regulation of the piston mechanism. The fire mode
selector is fully ambidextrous, as well as other controls.
The two-round burst firing mode of the CZ 805 Bren has
been abandoned; the Bren 2 fires in semi-automatic and
automatic modes. The weapon is available with three
different barrel lengths – 207mm, 280mm and 357mm.
It is equipped with a full-length MIL-STD-1913 top rail
and rails at the three, six and nine o’clock positions, and
backup folding iron sights. It is fitted with a folding and
telescoping stock. Length: 490mm folded, 677-725mm
stock extended, with short barrel; 570mm, 755-800mm,
with medium barrel; 650mm, 833-877mm, with long
barrel Width: 80mm with stock open, 104mm with
stock folded Height: 234mm with magazine Barrel
length: 207/280/357mm Weight: 2.9kg with 207mm
barrel, 3.0kg with 280mm barrel, 3.15kg with 357mm
barrel, all w/o magazine or sights Calibre: 5.56x45mm
Sights: various on MIL-STD-1913 rail, backup iron sights
Magazines: 30-round capacity Mode of fire: semiautomatic, automatic

COLT CANADA
C8A3
The 5.56mm C8 carbine was developed in parallel
with the C7 assault rifle to meet Canadian military
requirements. The C8 family includes the C8A1, C8A3,
C8 Close Quarter Battle, C8 Special Forces Weapon
and C8 Integrated Upper Receiver. The Canadian Army
is upgrading its C8A1 carbines to C8A3 configuration
with a collapsible four-position buttstock, ambidextrous
controls, tri-rail adapter, pistol grip battery compartment
and camouflage colouring. An underbarrel 40mm
grenade launcher can be fitted. Length: 760mm
butt collapsed, 840mm butt extended Barrel length:
370mm Weight: 2.81kg with empty magazine Calibre:
5.56x45mm Rate of fire: 750-950rpm Mode of fire: semiSPECIAL OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK ISSUE 1
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Length: 838mm butt extended, 757mm butt retracted
Barrel length: 368.3mm Weight: 2.77kg magazine empty
Calibre: 5.56x45mm Rate of fire: 750-900rpm Mode
of fire: semi-automatic, burst, automatic Sights: MILSTD-1913 rail, backup iron Feed mechanism: 30-round
box magazine

M5 Enhanced Carbine

Beretta developed the 5.56x45mm ARX160 to meet the
requirement for a new weapon for the Italian Army’s Soldato Futuro
project. (Photo: Beretta)

automatic, automatic Sights: MIL-STD-1913 rail, backup
iron Feed mechanism: 30-round magazine

MRR

Colt Canada’s Modular Railed Rifle (MRR) family
combines the core of the C8 carbine series with
Magpul’s M-LOK rail mounting system. The MRR is a
modular weapon which is available in four calibres
with different length free-floating, cold hammer-forged
barrels and upper receivers. The .300 Blackout MRR has
a ‘sub-compact’ 34.5cm upper receiver. The 5.56mm
MRR is available with four barrel lengths with either
a ‘small’ 42.4cm or ‘medium’ 50.2cm upper receiver.
The 7.62x51mm and .280 Rem MRRs are available
with three barrel lengths with either a ‘long’ 49.3cm or
‘extended long’ 61.2cm. The longer length weapons can
be used as designated marksman rifles. Options include
ambidextrous controls and various colour and anodised
finishes. Length: 71cm, 78.7cm, 82cm, 87cm and 96cm
for 5.56mm MRR depending on barrel length Barrel
length: 21.6cm (.300 Blackout); 9.5cm, 36.8cm, 39.9cm,
and 47.2cm (5.56mm); 33cm, 40.6cm, and 47.2cm
(7.62x51mm and .280 Rem) Weight: 2.9kg, 3.1kg, 3.2kg
and 3.4kg for 5.56mm MRR depending on barrel length
Calibre: .300 Blackout, 5.56x45mm, 7.62x51mm, .260
Rem Feed mechanism: 20- and 30-round box magazines
Sights: various on M-LOK rail

COLT DEFENSE
M4/M4A1
The 5.56mm M4 carbine is a derivative of the M16 assault
rifle, incorporating improvements based on operational
feedback. It has a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail on the
upper receiver and is available with a forestock with
Picatinny rails at the three, six, nine and 12 o’clock
positions for mounting optics and other ancillary devices.
An underbarrel 40mm grenade launcher such as the
M203 can be fitted. The Colt M4 carbine is in service with
the US armed forces. The US Army is converting its M4s
to the M4A1 configuration which allows fully automatic
fire and features a new ambidextrous fire selector and
a heavier barrel that increases the sustained rate of fire.
SPECIAL OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK ISSUE 1
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The 5.56mm M5 Enhanced Carbine series builds on Colt’s
experience producing the M16 rifle and M4 carbine. The
M5 uses a conventional short-stroke tappet piston system.
The M5 features a lower receiver with fully ambidextrous
controls, a six-position receiver extension and a free-float
modular rail system allowing accessories to be mounted
at the three, six, nine and 12 o’clock positions. The weapon
has an M4A1 heavy barrel available in three lengths: the
R050-10 with 26.7cm barrel, the R0950-11with 29.21cm
barrel, and the R0950-14 with 35.56cm barrel. Length:
66.5cm butt retracted, 74.6cm butt extended (R095010); 72.39cm butt retracted, 80.64cm butt extended
(R0950-11); 81.28cm butt retracted, 89.53cm butt
extended (R0950-14) Barrel length: 26.7cm (R0950-10),
29.21cm (R0950-11), 35.56cm (R0950-14) Weight: 3.17kg
(R0950-10), 3.3kg (R0950-11), 3.6kg (R0950-14) Calibre:
5.56x45mm Effective range: 400m (R0950-10, R0950-11),
600m (R0950-14)) Rate of fire: 700-1,000rpm (R0950-10,
R0950-11), 700-950rpm (R0950-14) Mode of fire: semiautomatic, automatic Sights: various on MIL-STD-1913 rail
Feed mechanism: 30-round box magazine

SCW

The Sub Compact Weapon (SCW), the most compact
of Colt’s 5.56mm family, is designed for use in confined
areas of operation. The SCW has a one-piece monolithic
upper receiver and a collapsible folding buttstock.
Intended for use by vehicle and aircraft crews, joint forces,
SOF and reconnaissance units, its lightweight compact
design allows for transition from vehicles to aircraft,
offering greater firepower and range than handguns.
Length: 768mm stock extended, 724mm stock retracted,
596.9mm butt collapsed Barrel length: 263mm Weight:
2.95kg magazine empty Calibre: 5.56x45mm Effective
range: 400m Rate of fire: 700-950rpm Mode of fire: semiautomatic, automatic Sights: MIL-STD-1913 rail, backup
iron Feed mechanism: 30-round box magazine

DANIEL DEFENSE
M4A1
The M4A1 incorporates the Rail Interface System II (RIS
II) developed by Daniel Defense to meet USSOCOM
requirements. The RIS II accommodates an M203 40mm
underbarrel grenade launcher while allowing the barrel to
free float. The M4A1 has a 368mm cold hammer-forged
barrel with extended flash suppressor. Length: 800mm butt
collapsed Barrel length: 368mm Weight: 2.97kg magazine
empty Calibre: 5.56x45mm Sights: customer-provided on
MIL-STD-1913 rail Feed mechanism: 30-round magazine
Mode of fire: semi-automatic, automatic

M4 ISR 300

The M4 Integrally Suppressed Rifle (ISR) 300 is chambered
for the 300 AAC Blackout round (7.62x35mm) introduced
by Advanced Armament Corp in 2011 to provide a more
effective bullet than the 5.56x45mm round for AR/M4-style
weapons. The rifle’s sound suppressor is threaded and
welded to the integrated gas block, bringing the barrel
53
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The importance of C4I systems to SOF operations is to enable a ‘culture of connectivity’,
in the words of USSOCOM, providing access to required resources from anywhere on
the globe, and ensuring interoperability with all military, inter-agency, and international
partners.
Listed here are a selection of the key tactical communication systems available to the SOF
community, as well as UAS used for ISR purposes.
The specifications listed here are intended to provide a handy reference source for the
basic parameters that describe the performance of the item of equipment. Most data has
been supplied by the manufacturers, who can give more detailed information on request.
Entries are listed alphabetically by company.
If you think you system should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus online
database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: Elbit Systems’ MCTR-7200 is already in use with undisclosed SOF teams in western Europe and Israel.
(Photo: Elbit Systems)
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TACTICAL
COMMUNICATIONS
AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE (GERMANY)
TPH900
The TPH900 Tetrapol is a hand-portable radio for voice
and data communications. The TPH900 is the latest
generation of Tetrapol, following the TPH700 and P2G.
The welcome screen provides access to communications
with a display of key information. The design is compact
and large keys contribute to handling. The radio has
integrated GPS and can automatically transmit its
location in the event of an emergency call, or on end-user
request through a dedicated short-cut key. For safety,
the TPH900 has a lifeguard function, also known as a
man-down alarm. If the radio stops moving or remains
horizontal for too long, a local alert will be triggered. If the
user does not respond, the radio automatically activates
an emergency call with optional GPC coordinated over
the Tetrapol network. Embedded Bluetooth 2.1 allows
access to a range of standard accessories. It also includes
a vibrating alert. Type: handheld radio

ASELSAN
Meerkat
At IDEF 2017, Aselsan presented the Meerkat handheld
communication monitoring receiver. Meerkat has
been in development for two years, built on Aselsan’s
experience in receiver technology. The system, also
known as the Mirkat, has an instantaneous bandwidth of
80MHz for detecting, monitoring and demodulating RF
communication signals. Meerkat is a compact system of
RF tuners/synthesisers and digital processing unit in one
small package and can be powered using a battery pack
for two hours. For non-mobile usage, the docking station
enables an uninterrupted power supply for the system
while the battery is charging. Meerkat is controlled with
a GUI running on the Android smartphone/tablet, which
eliminates the need for a computer. The system comes
with a spare battery pack and a wearable antenna. As
well as an early warning capability for troops, Meerkat
can also provide position fixing in critical infrastructure
against bugs or covert listening devices. It has spectrum
monitoring and can be fitted to UAVs. Length: 6.5cm
Width: 10cm Height: 2.2cm Weight: 500g Range: 206,000MHz

PRC-5712 Soldier Radio

The PRC-5712 offers full duplex communications that
meet operational requirements, allowing conferencing
and VOX operation. Priority-based voice conferencing
allows up to five simultaneous speakers on the net, while
other users can monitor the conference call. Digital voice
coding and TDMA techniques are employed to achieve
full-duplex voice and data communications. The Soldier
Radio can communicate up to 1km in rural terrain. VOX
operation with standard headset enables hands-free
communications. The radio has voice messages and
various alerts to inform the user of the state of selected
communication modes. The design complies with the
vibration, shock, temperature range and immersion
requirements of military standards. The rechargeable
SPECIAL OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK ISSUE 1
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NiMH battery pack provides operation of over 24 hours.
With Aselsan’s Platform Integrated Wireless Interface Unit,
it is possible to maintain a full duplex communication
link between the squad team or crewmen equipped
with PRC-5712 Soldier Radios and the vehicle’s crew. The
system also provides radio communication capability to
squad teams or crewmen through access to the vehicle’s
communication system. The PRC-5712 is in service with
forces in Azerbaijan, Indonesia, Pakistan and Turkey. Type:
voice and data soldier radio Length: 4.2cm with NiMH
battery; 3.7cm with Li-ion battery Width: 6cm Height:
12cm Weight: 0.36kg with NiMH battery; 0.3kg with Li-ion
Range: 1km Battery life: 24h NiMH; 12h Li-ion

ATLAS ELEKTRONIK
TX 310K
The TX 310K software-based transmitter is rated at
10kW PEP/average output in the 1.5-30MHz HF band,
and shares the performance characteristics of the HF
Series 3000 family. Designed for fixed military and
land-based stations, it provides tactical and strategic
HF communication of both voice and data, and is
compatible with all military-standard waveforms
applicable to these radios. The TX 310K’s modules
include the exciter unit; one power amplifier control unit;
12x 1kW main power amplifiers with harmonic filters;
and associated power combiners supplied by 4,400V AC
power supply units. All are designed to fit into 19in racks.
Operating modes include voice, Morse, radio teletype and
data. All of the transmitter’s characteristics and functions
can be adapted or modified via software, which can
be downloaded in the field via a serial interface on the
front panel. It offers full remote-control capability, and
standard interfaces for peripherals such as a control PC or
data terminal. The system can be used with broadband
antenna systems. Optional functions include HF multifunction data modem, Link 11, Link 22 and MAHRS
modes. It can perform up to 10 frequency hops per
second. Type: HF transmitter Length: 0.75m Width: 2.3m
Height: 2.1m Weight: 1,450kg Certifications/MIL standard
codes: MIL-STD-188-203-1A, STANAG 5522, STANAG 4444
Interfaces: RS-232, RS-422, RS-485 and RS-422; Bus 1200,
2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400

TX 3500

The TX 3500 is a 5kW software-based transmitter
derived from the 10kW TX 310K and featuring the same
performance characteristics. The transmitter is designed
for use in fixed military and land-based stations, providing
tactical and strategic HF voice and data communications
and is compatible with all military standard waveforms
applicable to the HF 3000 family. The TX 3500 consists of
an exciter/receiver unit, power amplifier control unit, six
main power amplifiers, each including harmonic filters,
and six-channel power combiner, all powered by 4,400V
AC power supply units. All modules are designed to be
19in rack-mountable and fitted into a common rack. The
TX 3500 covers the 1.5-30MHz frequency range with an
output power of 5kW PEP and selectable output power
reduction. Operation modes include voice, Morse, radio
teletype and data. All characteristics and functions of the
equipment can be adapted or modified via software.
That software is downloadable in the field via a serial
interface on the front panel or via the remote interface
in the rear of the unit. It features full remote-control
capability, as well as standard interface for peripherals
105
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such as a control PC or data terminal. The system can be
used with broadband antenna systems. Options include
an HF multi-function data modem, Link 11, Link 22 and a
MAHRS-compatible mode. In frequency-hopping mode
it can perform 10 hops per second. Type: HF transmitter
Length: 0.75m Width: 1.1m Height: 2.1m Weight: 732kg
Certifications/MIL standard codes: STANAG 4444

BITTIUM
Bittium Tough SDR
The Bittium Tough SDR is the latest member of
Bittium’s product range and was launched in August
2017. The Bittium SDR family includes the handheld
radio for individual soldiers and the Bittium Tough SDR
Vehicular, tactical radio for vehicle installations. The radios
are designed to endure harsh conditions and can be
installed in different surroundings. In addition, they able
to operate in a temperature range of -20°C to +55°C with
a battery and -40°C to +55°C with a remote battery pack.
Features include a wired or wireless integration to soldier
tablets or smartphones, such as Android-based Bittium
Tough Mobile as well as various physical and wireless
interfaces and support for several different waveforms.
Bittium displayed the Tough SDR product family for the
first time at DSEI in September 2017. Type: SDR Length:
23.6cm (with battery) Width: 7.3cm (with battery) Height:
4.5cm (with battery) Weight: 950g (with battery) Range:
30MHz to 2500MHz Certifications/MIL standard codes:
MIL-STD-810G w/CHANGE1, MIL-STD-461G Interfaces:
I/O interface with combined 10/100M Ethernet and USB
2.0 (Device and Host mode), GPS Waveforms: Bittium
Narrowband Waveform, Bittium TAC WIN waveform,
ESSOR High Data Rate Waveform, supports porting of
legacy and national proprietary waveforms

Bittium Tough VoIP

The Bittium product family includes Bittium Tough VoIP
Field Phone; Tough VoIP Terminal; Gigabit PoE+ Injector;
and Network Extender. In 2016, Bittium introduced
the Tough VoIP Service software product, which allows
fixed data and wireless tactical data network users can
be connected to the same voice service network. The
other products in the family are VoIP clients and network
extension units that provide broadband connectivity
and reliability of services regardless of the availability of
network services such as SIP or DHCP, according to the
company. Products also feature interoperability with
commercial equipment and infrastructure. The Bittium
Tough VoIP Field Phone is a SIP V2-based VoIP client
that provides interoperability with other SIP clients and
server implementations. In addition, Tough VoIP Field
Phones can operate without centralised servers, providing
VoIP services in the battlefield. The phones are designed
to have high audio quality with minimum bandwidth
and provide last-mile high-speed network access over
conventional field wire. Type: VoIP phone and terminal
Length: 29cm Width: 20cm Height: 5cm Weight: 1.65kg

BOEING DEFENSE, SPACE & SECURITY
CSEL
Military SAR system providing multi-satellite, OTH
communications and military GPS in a small, rugged,
lightweight handheld radio. Combat Survivor Evader
Locator (CSEL) provides geo-positioning information and
secure two-way data communications capability that
106
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enables joint SAR centres and recovery forces to locate,
authenticate and communicate with isolated personnel
in near-real time. CSEL is a ‘complete system’, including
secure digital message communications, GPS, LoS voice
and the radio and ground equipment interfaces required
to work with existing SAR systems. In January 2015 the
USAF ordered an additional 336 systems under a $9.7
million contract. Type: satellite CSAR radio Weight: 1kg
with rechargeable battery

CODAN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
2110M Manpack
Codan describes the 2110M Manpack transceiver, which
complies with a number of environmental standards,
as its most rugged radio. The system is compliant with
MIL-STD-188-141B ALE and FED-STD-1045 ALE and
interoperable with commercial and military-grade radios.
Designed for different terrain and weather conditions,
the radio and battery compartment are waterproof and
can be fully immersed. Codan’s 2110M manpack can
be fitted with internal frequency hopping and voice
encryptor options to provide secure communications. A
battery management system monitors and displays the
battery capacity and condition, and also protects it from
being overcharged. The 2110M manpack transceivers
share a common user interface with Codan’s NGT series
to minimise training time and expenses. The system’s
capabilities can be extended via future software upgrades.
Channel capacity: 400 channels, 10 networks; or 600
channels, 20 networks with MIL-STD-188-141B ALE
option. Frequency range: 1.6-30MHz transmit, 0.25-30MHz
receive. Type: manpack transceiver Length: 25cm Width:
24.5cm Height: 9cm Weight: 2.9kg without battery, 5.3kg
with 8Ah NiMH battery Range per hop: 6/12/25 hops
per second (user programmable) Battery life: approx 50h
(13Ah NiMH), 1:9 Tx:Rx or approx 65h (17Ah Li-FePO4), 1:9
Tx:Rx Certifications/MIL standard codes: MIL-STD-810F

COMTECH TCS
Lynx
Lynx routers support extended LTE broadband and
mobile networking and application needs for a range
of mobile platforms for remote field location missions
and across large geographic areas. This allows the user to
connect devices using LTE, MANET, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth;
aggregate data from sensors, smart devices and cameras;
and perform real-time analysis. Using Cisco technology,
Lynx routers enable the sharing of real-time information
from streaming video, remote sensors and handheld
devices to track assets, expose threats, increase efficiency,
and verify compliance with laws and regulations.
Lynx provides communications for mobile platforms
supporting public safety, defence, law enforcement,
border patrol and commercial industries such as oil and
gas, mining, utilities, energy and transportation. The series
utilises emergency Band 14.

Ultra Trilos

The Warfighter Information Network (WIN-T) TCS Ultra
Trilos radio offers point-to-point and point-to-multipoint
radio communications up to 200Mb/s aggregate. The
radio is software-defined and has flexibility to operate in
NATO bands 3, 3+ and 4. Additionally, the Trilos Universal
Networking Waveform (UNW) by Ultra Electronics
TCS enables end-to-end connection across multi-tier
SPECIAL OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK ISSUE 1
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real-time video with Unified Video software. The kit also
features ingest HD sensor data fielded AISR assets and
is capable of encoding, displaying and archiving videos
locally or with the enterprise. Videos can be streamed in
standard or high-definition video formats. Height: 64cm
Weight: 31kg

Elite Access

The Bittium SDR family includes this handheld radio for individual
soldiers and the Tough SDR Vehicular tactical radio for vehicle
installations. (Photo: Bittium)

operational and hierarchical networks. The high-band,
high-capacity, adaptive waveform is powered by the
Tactical MIMO Engine. UNW can scale from a soldier
to division level eliminating the need for multiple
non-interoperable networking waveforms. Length: 9cm
Width: 20cm Height: 23.5cm Waveforms: library of NLoS
waveforms including PMP remote and options Channels:
2 (1x SDR + 1x HPI or LTE access) Interfaces: 100/1,000
BaseT Ethernet

CUBIC MISSION SOLUTIONS
AN/ARS-6(V12) PLS
The V12 Personnel Locator System (PLS) receiver/
transmitter is a functional replacement for the AN/ARS-6.
Retaining the functions and backward compatibility of
the original ARS-6(V), the V12 adds several capabilities:
extended two-way voice now covers the entire 225400Mhz UHF band; an optional 360° wideband DF
antenna provides azimuth measurements at all angles
from 110-407MHz and decodes the 406MHz CospasSarsat embedded GPS position; and the system is
interoperable with US-deployed combat survival radios,
including the PRC-112 and CSEL PRQ 7. It is also
interoperable with standard emergency distress beacons
and GPS-based survival radios. Additional data I/O
includes MIL-STD-1553B, ARINC-429 and RS-422 ports.
The V12 interfaces with existing aircraft PLS installations
and wiring including original hardware (CDU, RDU and
ASU LRUs) and software. The lighter and smaller V12 can
be configured as a data bus-controlled system, taking
advantage of integrated/bussed cockpits. An optional
common data link module is available to provide full
motion video to the aircraft. Type: personnel locator
system Length: 37cm Width: 13cm Height: 16cm Weight:
6kg

Atlas Baseband Kit

Atlas kits are high data rate, ruggedised full-motion
video (FMV) baseband kits that support the backhaul,
storage, reception, transrating/transcoding and overall
management of real-time FMV from the enterprise to
the edge. The system provides access to secure (red) and
non-secure (black) networks and integrates with the US
DoD’s enterprise video dissemination system to manage
SPECIAL OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK ISSUE 1
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Elite Access is a portable device that provides secure
team communications. The device connects classified
devices such as laptops to public networks through
integrated Wi-Fi, cellular and cabled network ports. It
is also capable of satellite connectivity and operates
by switching between available connections to
maintain connectivity. Elite supports voice, video and
data connectivity. Elite Access features an integrated
touchscreen that enables users to connect their devices
to public networks with little or no training and has smart
network selection capabilities that allow users to set
priorities to identify the networks they prefer, minimising
costs on more expensive networks, such as satellite or
cellular. Length: 16.1cm Width: 17.6cm Width: 3.2cm
Weight: 0.9kg

Elite Fusion

Elite Fusion provides secure portable team
communications over public networks including
cellular, satellite and fixed-line networks. The device
features smart network switching that constantly checks
network availability and in the case of a link failure will
automatically switch onto another network. Whilst
providing a wide range of connectivity options, including
built-in cellular and Wi-Fi line connectivity, users are
also able to connect push-to-talk radio, VoIP phones,
analogue phones, computers and serial devices directly
to the unit. The unit can fit into a standard laptop bag
alongside a laptop and hosts built-in voice optimisation
and acceleration algorithms that reduce voice traffic by
up to 65% and improve download speeds by a factor of
ten. Length: 32.2cm Width: 17.6cm Height: 3.2cm Power:
3-way locking power connector Weight: 1.6kg

Inflatable Portable SATCOM Terminals

Cubic’s Ground Antenna Transmit and Receive (GATR)
provides portable, inflatable SATCOM terminals that
provide comparable performance to rigid deployable
antennas, but with up to 90% reduction in size/weight.
The GATR inflatable SATCOM terminals and accessories
include stationary 1.2m, 2.4m, and 4m terminals, a
tracking terminal, as well as non-SATCOM tropo-scatter
solutions.

Vocality Basics Series

The Basics family of Cubic products provide a range of
connectivity options while remaining the smallest and
lightest of Cubic’s products. The Basics range has been
designed for remote locations in which small form
factor and high port density is critical. The products offer
connectivity options including telephones, radios, IP
and serial that enable the user to create a single unified
network regardless of remote device technology. The
Basics are available boxed, ready to use or in a PC104
format for simple integration into third-party systems.
Models in the Basics series include: IP router, radio relay,
voice and hybrid. Length: 123cm Width: 136.5cm Height:
26.5cm Weight: 308g MTBF: 175,000h at 70°C
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Special reconnaissance, surveillance and exploitation (SRSE) covers the key intelligence
systems employed by special operations forces. Within the section we have provided
information on COMINT/ELINT and direction-finding systems, and RCIED and RF jammers.
The specifications listed here are intended to provide a handy reference source for the
basic parameters that describe the performance of the item of equipment. Most data has
been supplied by the manufacturers, who can give more detailed information on request.
Entries are listed alphabetically by company.
If you think you system should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus online
database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

Soldiers attending the Afghan National Army Special Operation Command’s Commando Qualification Course conduct mobile
patrol training incorporating IED awareness techniques. (Photo: NATO)
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COMINT AND
ELINT SYSTEMS
ARGON ST
Gen5 Adder
The fifth generation of Argon ST’s Adder is a software radiobased information operations and electronic surveillance
system targeting multiple commercial satellite signals. Its
applications target many of today’s modern commercial
communication systems and have been developed both
by the manufacturer and customers through utilisation
of Argon ST’s Gen5 open software development kit. The
applications are mature and currently deployed, according
to the company. Native DF/TDOA/FDOA capabilities are
also included. Adder has one six-channel A/D, multiple
Gen5 software radios, and one multi-channel transmitter
card. Applications: Software radio-based information
operations and electronic surveillance system

ASELSAN
ARES-2LC/T
The lightweight man-deployable ARES-2LCT system can
be operated in combat environments where it is difficult
for vehicles to reach. The ARES-2LCT system can search,
intercept, measure, analyse, DF and classify conventional
and complex types of signals from missile seeker, guidance,
shipborne tracking and fire control radars. It consists of the:
antenna and RF front-end unit; antenna lifting mechanism;
receiver and processor unit; control unit; power supply; and
operator console subsystems, which are transported in four
packages. The system can be installed and deployed within
approximately 15-30min.

MOBDF-G2

The Mobile Direction Finding (MOBDF) system provides
measurement and monitoring in 20-6,000MHz frequency
band together with direction-finding information. The
system components are integrated into/onto a 4x4 vehicle
with disassembly possibility. In order to realise covert
operations and measurement/monitoring while the
vehicles are on the move, the antennas located on the 4x4
vehicle are covered by a radome. Mobile DF wideband DF
equipment provides accurate line of bearings with its signal
processing capabilities and DF algorithms. The system is
capable of performing angle-of-arrival measurements,
location-fixing and monitoring of signal of interests in
20-6,000MHz frequency band. It provides the capabilities
to perform search and detection of emissions by means
of its wide bandwidth. By combining the LOB results, it
can locate the target on a digital map. The system can
demodulate the detected signals via direct digital receiver
channels embedded into DF receiver. The system also
has audio and narrowband IF recording capabilities. The
system utilises a data link and interface to join a network
formed by possible other DF/Reconnaissance stations. With
the help of MOBDF, location-fixing with moving single
station (running fix), synchronous digital map display on
user interface computer and vehicle navigation screen,
spectrum scanning and detection of signals which are not
present in signal database can be performed. Applications:
direction-finding and measurement and monitoring in
20-6,000MHz frequency band
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PUHU

PUHU Manpack V/UHF direction-finding system supports
tactical combat units in operational areas. PUHU manportable wideband DF equipment provides accurate line
of bearings with its signal processing capabilities and DF
algorithms. The system is designed to be portable, userfriendly and match the intelligence requirements of ground
troops. PUHU can be carried by two people and set-up/
torn down within a short time. By combining the line-ofbearing results, it can locate the target on a digital map.
Applications: manpack V/UHF direction-finding system

CHEMRING TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Resolve EW Suite
Resolve is a manpack electronic surveillance system
designed for the interception, geolocation and exploitation
of tactical communications. It has a true 40MHz
instantaneous wideband capability, offering the operator
SIGINT delivery. The man-on-the-march operation uses
an Android tablet-based user interface (Tacfix) which
transitions across a range of operational scenarios, from
on the move, to short, medium and long halt, says the
company. For operations on the move, the antenna can
be mounted on a vehicle using a kit. Working across HF,
VHF and UHF frequency bands for conventional and
modern waveforms, a single Resolve system can be used in
isolation to provide full-spectrum surveillance, DF and true
on-the-move geolocation capabilities. The system is also
capable of being networked with other Resolve systems.
With integrated wireless network connectivity, Resolve
enables target data-fusion across the deployed baseline.
This provides target resolution, correlation and geolocation,
and is managed by Management Information System
and Geospatial Information System applications. The
flexibility of the Resolve system allows commonality across
the equipment fleet whether mounted or dismounted,
delivering not only military advantage but reducing the
significant training and support burden associated with
mixed equipment, it is claimed. The system has been
certified for military environments and more than 150
systems are now in operational service in a number of
countries. Applications: manpack electronic surveillance
system Frequency coverage: HF to UHF

COMMUNICATIONS AUDIT UK
CA7801 HF Wideband Receiver
The CA7801 is a low-SWaP wideband HF receiver
covering 1-30MHz with a real-time full stare bandwidth of
29MHz. The CA7801 supports wideband super resolution
direction-finding, multilateration and adaptive blind
signal separation. The CA7801 is capable of streaming full
bandwidth digital IF data to processing and recording
hardware. Applications: wideband HF receiver Frequency
coverage: 1-30MHz

CA7851 VHF-SHF Wideband Receiver

The CA7851 is a low-SWaP wideband VHF-SHF receiver
covering 20MHz to 6GHz with a real-time full stare
bandwidth of 100MHz. The CA7851 supports wideband
super resolution direction-finding, multilateration and
adaptive blind signal separation. The CA7851 is capable
of streaming full bandwidth digital IF data to processing
and recording hardware. Applications: wideband VHFSHF receiver Frequency coverage: 20MHz-6GHz
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including COMINT capabilities. The system is currently
deployed at various sites around the globe.

GENESIS EW
GenCOM Defense Ground

Spectra is an integrated HF-SHF COMINT system covering
1MHz-6GHz. SPECTRA systems are suitable for mobile,
semi-static or fixed-site deployment and are capable
of super resolution DF. SPECTRA has an integrated
management information system, including an
interactive smart database. Applications: Integrated HFSHF COMINT system Frequency coverage: 1MHz-6GHz

GenCOM Defense Ground provides an automatic
multi-layered situational awareness picture to the
decision-maker, based on external signal data (metadata)
gathered in real time. Integrating with single or multiple
ground COMINT direction finding or TDOA (Time or
Direction of Arrival) sensors, stationary or deployed on
vehicles, GenCOM Defense Ground is a software analysis
system designed to automatically deliver multi-layered
battlefield-related geo-spectral, communications and
tactical knowledge. This system is used for terrain
dominance and for convoy defence. The system also
supports multi-platform sensor deployments, integrating
together measurements from land, air and naval systems.
GenCOM Defense Ground handles COMINT signals –fixedfrequency frequency-hopping signals and cellular. It is a
customisable product offering users built-in adaptation
capabilities and simple connectivity with other C4ISR
systems. GenCOM Defense Ground systems are integrated
to the customer’s COMINT Ground Sensors which can be
configured to operate as intelligence centres with servers
and user workstations, or as portable systems on laptops.
Applications: situation awareness picture build-up, terrain
dominance, convoy defence, COMINT, DF, TDOA, cellular

ELBIT SYSTEMS EW & SIGINT – ELISRA

GEW TECHNOLOGIES

The GRJ8000 family of ESM/ECM, communications surveillance
and electronic attack subsystems integrates receivers and exciters,
enabling the rapid development of sophisticated, fast electronic
surveillance/attack systems. (Photo: GEW Technologies)

Spectra

SkyFix DF
SkyFix DF is a lightweight, high-precision COMINT/DF
system, covering the 30MHz-3GHz frequency band. It
uses a correlative interferometer technique and wideaperture, high-precision antenna array, providing DF
accuracy, combined with fast DOA integration time.
Utilising Elbit Systems’ TSR compact wideband multipurpose receivers, SkyFix DF enables monitoring of
selected transmissions, while simultaneously performing
spectrum scan and DF calculations. SkyFix DF uses
Windows OS and has intuitive MMI, including online
help. Modular, SkyFix DF’s capabilities include signal
classification and demodulation, digital audio recording,
multiple channel monitoring and various other options.
SkyFix’s antenna can ‘see’ targets from wide-ranging
angles of elevation. This enables the antenna to receive
precise data even when the targets are very close. The
antenna can see far and low, providing accurate datagathering capability.

Sunstone GES-210

Sunstone GES-210/E is a line of field-tested systems
for ground-based, tactical and strategic ESM/ELINT.
Developed by Elisra, the Sunstone GES-210/E delivers
real-time situational awareness and continuous, 24hour ESM/ELINT information gathering. Supporting all
mobile and stationary ground platforms, the GES-210/E
system variants are suitable for any geographical arena.
Modular, scalable and interoperable, the system can be
quickly and easily configured to customer requirements,
accommodating any frequency range and area of
coverage. The GES-210/E is available as an end-to-end
ELINT network, or as an add-on to existing networks,
and can be further integrated with additional elements,
134
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GRJ8000
The GRJ8000 family of ESM/ECM, communications
surveillance and electronic attack subsystems integrates
receivers and exciters, enabling the rapid development of
sophisticated, fast electronic surveillance/attack systems. It
includes units in the HF and VHF/UHF frequency ranges.
GRJ8000 units interface with power amplifiers and
antennas, providing the user with a powerful and versatile
system for tactical, ground mobile or airborne applications.
GRJ8000 family components provide fast scanning and
signal searching with multi-waveform ECM against targeted
signals. Windows GUI controls all functions. A feature-rich
control/user interface facilitates use by third-party integrators
of electronic attack systems. Electronic attack building
blocks are ‘state of the art’. HF range covers 1-30MHz with
an instantaneous bandwidth of 5MHz. VHF/UHF range
is 20MHz-3.6GHz with up to 120MHz instantaneous
bandwidth with synchronised hopper tracking and hop
follow capability, enabling the system to jam each pulse
of the hopper individually. Both electronic surveillance
and attack functionality are offered. Programmable audio
counter-modulation generator and fast-switching signal
synthesiser enable advanced electronic attack modes.
Priority- and activity-based jamming have provision for
protection of guard channels. High-speed processing with
low latency enables the jamming signal to be activated
within a short time from target detection. Applications:
family of communications surveillance and electronic attack
subsystems Frequency coverage: HF range covers 1-30MHz.
VHF/UHF range is 20MHz-3.6GHz

GRXLAN

The GRXLAN family of receivers is designed to provide
a system where single or multiple narrowband receiver
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GUIDE TO SUPPLIERS
This section lists key companies supplying goods, services and equipment to
the special operations industry.
The section is separated into two listings, by product then by supplier.
Products are listed alphabetically with suppliers and their location under each.
Supplier listings from p150 are shown alphabetically and include:
• Company address
• Email and website addresses
• Telephone and fax numbers
• Contact names
Highlighted listings also include the company’s logo and a summary of activity.
To update a listing or submit new information, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com.

ABOVE: A USAF JTAC directs fire during a training exercise as a soldier provides overwatch security at Nellis AFB, Nevada. The training
integrated the USAF Weapons School and included joint, scenario-based training for advanced weapons and tactics. (Photo: US Army)
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TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS

PRODUCTS
C4I SYSTEMS
Tactical
Communications

Airbus Defence & Space
(Germany) (GERMANY)
Aselsan (TURKEY)
Atlas Elektronik (GERMANY)
Bittium (FINLAND)
Boeing Defense, Space &
Security (USA)
Codan Radio
Communications
(AUSTRALIA)
Codan Radio
Communications (USA)
Comtech TCS (USA)
Cubic Mission Solutions
(USA)
Data Link Solutions (USA)
Datron World
Communications (USA)
Domo Tactical
Communications (DTC)
(USA)
Domo Tactical
Communications (DTC) (UK)
Elbit Systems (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems EW & SIGINT –
Elisra (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems Land and C4I
(ISRAEL)
General Dynamics Mission
Systems (USA)
Hanwha Systems
(SOUTH KOREA)
Harris (USA)
Harris Communication
Systems (USA)
Harris Electronic Systems
(USA)
IAI ELTA Systems (ISRAEL)
Kongsberg Defence &
Aerospace (NORWAY)
L3 Communication
Systems-East (USA)
L3 Linkabit (USA)
Leonardo DRS (USA)
Leonardo Land & Naval
Defence Electronics
(ITALY)
Per Vices Corporation
(CANADA)
Radmor (POLAND)
Rafael Advanced Defense
Systems (ISRAEL)
Raytheon (USA)
Rockwell Collins (USA)
Rohde & Schwarz
(GERMANY)
Rostec (RUSSIA)
Spectra Group (UK)
Thales (FRANCE)

UAS

AeroVironment (USA)
Arcturus UAV (USA)
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BCB International (UK)
FLIR Systems (USA)
Insitu (USA)
PSI Tactical Robotics (USA)
Raytheon (USA)
Schiebel (AUSTRIA)
Textron Systems Unmanned
Systems (USA)

MOBILITY

Fixed-wing transport
aircraft

Airbus Defence & Space
Military Aircraft (SPAIN)
Antonov (UKRAINE)
BAE Systems (UK)
Britten-Norman (UK)
Indonesian Aerospace
(INDONESIA)
Let Aircraft Industries
(CZECH REPUBLIC)
Lockheed Martin
Aeronautics (USA)
Pilatus Aircraft
(SWITZERLAND)
Shaanxi Aircraft (CHINA)
United Aircraft Corporation
(RUSSIA)
Xi’an Aircraft (CHINA)

Maritime interdiction
vessels

Asis Boats (UAE)
Boomeranger Boats
(FINLAND)
Cotecmar (COLOMBIA)
Delta Power Group (UK)
Goldfish Boat (NORWAY)
MST Marine Specialised
Technology (UK)
Novamarine (ITALY)
Paramount Group (SOUTH
AFRICA)
PT Lundin (INDONESIA)
Supacat (UK)
Swiftships (USA)
Techno Marine (POLAND)
Titan Boats (CANADA)
United States Marine Inc
(USA)
Vogo (SOUTH KOREA)
Willard Marine (USA)
Yonca Onuk (TURKEY)
Zodiac Milpro (UK)

Military freefall/
Parachutes

Airborne Systems Europe
(UK)
Airborne Systems North
America (USA)
Complete Parachute
Solutions (USA)
NPP Zvezda (RUSSIA)
Zodiac Aero Evacuation
Systems (USA)
Zodiac Aerosafety Systems
(Parachute & Protection)
(FRANCE)

Zodiac Parachute &
Protection America (USA)

Rotorcraft

Airbus Helicopters
(FRANCE)
Airbus Helicopters Inc (USA)
Avicopter (CHINA)
Bell Helicopter Textron
(USA)
Boeing Defense, Space &
Security (USA)
HAL – Hindustan
Aeronautics (INDIA)
KAI – Korea Aerospace
Industries (SOUTH KOREA)
Leonardo (ITALY)
Leonardo Helicopters
(ITALY)
MD Helicopters (USA)
NH Industries (FRANCE)
Russian Helicopters (Kazan)
(RUSSIA)
Russian Helicopters
(Progress Arsenyev)
(RUSSIA)
Russian Helicopters
(Rostvertol) (RUSSIA)
Russian Helicopters (UlanUde) (RUSSIA)
Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin
Company (USA)

Swimmer delivery
systems

ALSEAMAR Alcen (FRANCE)
Battelle Memorial Institute
(USA)
ECA Group (FRANCE)
Huntington Ingalls
Industries (USA)
James Fisher Defence (UK)
Lockheed Martin (USA)
PT Palindo Marine
(INDONESIA)
Rotinor (GERMANY)
Stidd Systems (USA)
Submergence Group (USA)
Teledyne Brown
Engineering (USA)
Vogo (SOUTH KOREA)

Special operations
vehicles

ACMAT Defense (FRANCE)
Beijing Zhongzi Yanjing
Automobile Co., Ltd
(CHINA)
Bowler Manufacturing (UK)
General Dynamics
Ordnance and Tactical
Systems (USA)
Integrated Convoy
Protection (SOUTH
AFRICA)
Krauss-Maffei Wegmann
(GERMANY)
Navistar Defense (USA)
Nimr Automotive (UAE)
Oshkosh Defense (USA)

Panhard (FRANCE)
Polaris Government and
Defense (USA)
Renault Trucks Defense
(FRANCE)
SSE Defence (INDONESIA)
Supacat (UK)
SVOS (CZECH REPUBLIC)
Zetor Engineering (CZECH
REPUBLIC)

SOF WARRIOR
Assault rifles and
shotguns

Arsenal (BULGARIA)
Benelli (USA)
Beretta (ITALY)
Česká zbrojovka (CZECH
REPUBLIC)
Colt Canada (CANADA)
Colt Defense (USA)
Daniel Defense (USA)
Desert Tech (USA)
FN Herstal (BELGIUM)
Heckler & Koch (GERMANY)
Israel Weapon Industries
(IWI) (ISRAEL)
Kalashnikov Concern
(RUSSIA)
Lewis Machine & Tool
Company (USA)
MKEK (TURKEY)
S&T Motiv (SOUTH KOREA)
SIG Sauer (USA)
Singapore Technologies
Kinetics (ST Kinetics)
(SINGAPORE)

Handguns and personal
defense weapons
Beretta (ITALY)
Caracal International (UAE)
Česká zbrojovka (CZECH
REPUBLIC)
Colt Defense (USA)
FNH USA (USA)
Forjas Taurus (BRAZIL)
Glock (AUSTRIA)
Heckler & Koch (GERMANY)
Israel Weapon Industries
(IWI) (ISRAEL)
Kalashnikov Concern
(RUSSIA)
Norinco (CHINA)
S&T Motiv (SOUTH KOREA)
SIG Sauer (USA)
Singapore Technologies
Kinetics (ST Kinetics)
(SINGAPORE)
Steyr Mannlicher (AUSTRIA)
TsNIITochMash (RUSSIA)

Sniper rifles

Accuracy International (UK)
Barrett (USA)
Caracal International (UAE)
Desert Tech (USA)
FNH USA (USA)
Heckler & Koch (GERMANY)
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BAE Systems
6 Carlton Gardens,
London, SW1Y 5AD, UK
www.baesystems.com
Tel: +44 1252 373 232 Fax: 383 991
Alan Garwood, Group Bus Dev Dir
BAE Systems Oasys
65 River Road,
Hudson, NH 03051-5244, USA
Dennis.ginley@baesystems.com
www.baesystems.com/oasys
Tel: +1 603 232 8221
Dennis Ginley, Bus Dev
Barrett
PO Box 1077,
Murfreesboro, TN 37133, USA
international@barrett.net
www.barrett.net
Tel: +1 615 896 2938 Fax: 896 7313
Battelle Memorial Institute
505 King Avenue, Columbus,
OH 43201-2696, USA
solutions@battelle.org
www.battelle.org
Tel: +1 614 424 6424

Steve Kelly, SVP/Pres Nat Sec Glob Bus

BCB International
8 Clydesmuir Road,
Cardiff, CF24 2QS, UK
info@bcbin.com
www.bcbin.com
Tel: +44 2920 433 700
Fax: +44 2920 433 701
Philippe Minchin, Mktg Mgr
BE Meyers
9461 Willows Road Northeast,
Redmond, WA 98052, USA
info@bemeyers.com
www.bemeyers.com
Tel: +1 425 881 6648 Fax: 867 1759
Jarrod Bailey, Bus Dev Mgr
Beijing Zhongzi Yanjing
Automobile Co., Ltd
No.9 Yanzhong Street,
Fangshan District, Beijing,
102425, CHINA
www.YanJingAuto.com
Tel: +86 108 931 3888 Fax: 931 3578
Bell Helicopter Textron
PO Box 482,
Fort Worth, TX 76101, USA
mediarelations@bh.com
www.bellhelicopter.com
Tel: +1 817 280 2011 Fax: 280 2321
Benelli
Benelli USA, 901 Eigth Street,
Pocomoke, MD, 21851, USA
www.benelliusa.com
Tel: +1 (301) 283 6981

Beretta
Via Pietro Beretta, 18,
Gardone Val Trompia,
BS 25063, ITALY
defence@beretta.com
www.beretta.it
Tel: +39 03 08 3411
Fax: +39 03 08 3414 21
Mr. Carlo Ferlito, GM
Bertin Technologies
10 Avenue Ampère, 78180
Montigny-le-Bretonneux, FRANCE
communication@bertin.fr
www.bertin-technologies.com
Tel: +33 1 3930 6000 Fax: 3930 6145
Luc Renouil, BD & Communication
Senior VP
Bittium
Ritaharjuntie 1,
90590 Oulu, FINLAND
defense@bittium.com
www.bittium.com
Tel: +358 40 344 2000
Fax: +358 8 343 032

Sini Pihlajakoski, Marketing Specialist

Boeing Defense, Space & Security
PO Box 516,
St Louis, MO 63166, USA
www.boeing.com
Tel: +1 314 232 0232
Maureen Cragin, VP Comms
Boomeranger Boats
Troolitie 12,
FI-07910 Valko, FINLAND
boomeranger@boomeranger.fi
www.boomeranger.fi
Tel: +358 19 515 805
Riku Lamppu, CEO
Bowler Manufacturing
Bowler Manufacturing Ltd,
Leonard House, Queen Street,
Belper, DE56 1NR, UK
piers@bowlermotorsport.com
www.bowlermotorsport.com
Tel: 01773 824 111
Britannia 2000
5-9 Cedar Court, Grove Park,
White Waltham, Maidenhead,
Berkshire, SL6 3LW, UK
sales@britannia2000.co.uk
www.britannia2000.co.uk
Tel: +44 1628 829 356 Fax: 824 316

Amanda Welch, Mktg & PR Co-ordinator

Britten-Norman
Bembridge Airport, Bembridge,
Isle of Wight, PO35 5PR, UK
sales@britten-norman.com
www.britten-norman.com
Tel: +44 20 3371 4000
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Brolis Photonics Solutions
Brolis Photonics Solutions Ltd,
Willowbank Business Park,
Larne, County Antrim, BT40 2SF,
IRELAND
info@b-photonics.com
www.b-photonics.com
Tel: +44 7548 880693
Caracal International
PO Box 94499, Tawazun Industrial
Park, Ajban, Abu Dhabi, UAE
info@caracal.ae
www.caracal.ae
Tel: +971 2 4927111
Fax: +971 2 4927100
Česká zbrojovka
Svatopluka Čecha 1283, 688 27
Uherský Brod, CZECH REPUBLIC
info@czub.cz
www.czub.cz
Tel: +420 572 651 111 Fax: 572 633
Chemring Technology Solutions
Roke Manor, Old Salisbury Lane,
Romsey, SO51 0ZN, UK
info@chemringts.com
www.chemringts.com
Tel: +44 1794 833 000 Fax: 833 433
Codan Radio Communications
2 Second Avenue, Technology
Park, Mawson Lakes, SA 5095,
AUSTRALIA
HFsales@codanradio.com
www.codanradio.com
Tel: +61 8 8305 0311 Fax: 8305 0411
Donald McGurk, MD & CEO
Codan Radio Communications
19955 Highland Vista Drive,
Suite 145, Ashburn, VA 20147, USA
HFsales@codanradio.com
www.codanradio.com
Tel: +1 571 919 6432 Fax: 919 6430
Colt Canada
1036 Wilson Avenue, Kitchener,
ON, N2C 1J3, CANADA
sales@coltcanada.com
www.coltcanada.com
Tel: +1 519 893 6840 Fax: 893 3144
Colt Defense
545 New Park Avenue,
West Hartford, CT 06110, USA
www.colt.com
Tel: +1 860 236 6311
Fax: +1 860 244 1442
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Communications Audit UK
PO Box 78,
Cheltenham, GL52 6ZU, UK
contact@commsaudit.com
www.commsaudit.com
Tel: +44 1242 253 131 Fax: 253 031
Complete Parachute Solutions
1326 East International Speedway
Boulevard, Suite 7, DeLand,
FL 32724, USA
info@cpsworld.com
www.cpsworld.com
Tel: +1 386 736 3862
Fax: +1 386 736 3899
Fred Williams, President
Comtech TCS
275 West Street,
Annapolis, MD 21401, USA
www.telecomsys.com
Tel: +1 410 263 7616 Fax: 280 4903
Cotecmar
Zona Industrial Mamonal Km 9,
Cartagena de Indias, COLOMBIA
info@cotecmar.com
www.cotecmar.com
Tel: +57 5 653 5035

Delta P
PO Box 8311, Port St. Lucie,
FL 34985-8311, USA
dcrosson@delta-p.com
www.delta-p.com
Tel: +1 772 359 3680
Dudley Crosson, Pres
Delta P Design
39333 McKenzie Hwy #245,
Springfield, OR 97478, USA
info@deltapdesign.com
www.deltapdesign.com
Tel: +1 503 487 0007
Delta Power Group
Newby Road Industrial Estate,
Hazel Grove, Stockport,
Cheshire, SK7 5DR, UK
sales@deltapower.co.uk
www.deltapower.co.uk
Tel: +44 161 456 6588 Fax: 456 6686
Desert Tech
PO Box 65816,
Salt Lake City, UT 84165, USA

international.sales@deserttech.com

www.deserttech.com
Tel: +1 801 997 9122 Fax: 908 6425

Cubic Mission Solutions
9333 Balboa Avenue,
San Diego, CA 92123, USA
opportunities@cubic.com
www.cubic.com
Tel: +1 858 277 6780

Domo Tactical
Communications (DTC)
3845 Gateway Centre Blvd,
Pinellas Park, FL 33782, USA
tampa.info@domotactical.com
www.domotactical.com
Tel: +1 727 471 6900

Daniel Defense
101 Warfighter Way,
Black Creek, GA 31308, USA
www.danieldefense.com
Tel: +1 866 554 4867
Fax: +1 912 851 3248

Domo Tactical
Communications (DTC)
Fusion 2, 1100 Parkway, Whiteley,
Hampshire, PO15 7AB, UK
solent.info@domotactical.com
www.domotactical.com
Tel: +44 1489 566 750

Anthony Verna, SVP Strategy & Bus Dev

Data Link Solutions
400 Collins Road Northeast,
Cedar Rapids, IA 52498-3161, USA
dls@datalinksolutions.net
www.datalinksolutions.net
Tel: +1 319 295 4357
Datron World Communications
3055 Enterprise Court,
Vista, CA 92081, USA
sales@dtwc.com
www.dtwc.com
Tel: +1 760 597 1500 Fax: 597 1510
John Biljan, Dir Sales- Public Safety
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ECA Group
262 rue des frères Lumière,
ZI Toulon Est, 83130 La Garde,
FRANCE
Eca-rsm@ecagroup.com
www.ecagroup.com
Tel: +33 4 9408 9000 Fax: 9408 9195
Valentin Hanns, Export Sales Dir

ECS

3560 Rogue River Highway,
Grants Pass, OR 97527
ecs@ecscase.com
www.ecscase.com
Tel: 541 476 8871 Fax: 474.2479

ECS offers a full line of factory
direct transit products as well
as the most advanced custom
packaging solutions available
today. Commercial-off-the-shelf
products include rackmount
enclosures, medical cases,
weapons solutions, shipping,
storage, drawer and footlocker
cases available on demand.
Military rackmount cases were
invented by ECS in 1969, and
we continue to set the bar for
rackmount usability, compact
design and high performance.
Loadmaster Rackmount Cases
now stack with every previous
rackmount model and all
Loadmaster Transit Cases.
Loadmaster rotationally moulded
transit cases are completely
modular in all dimensions.
Cases of different sizes securely
stack and interlock together for
maximum stacking efficiency.
Loadmaster cases are ideal for
use on 463L military pallets. We
manufacture all of our tooling,
moulds, and cushions for all the
cases we build. Our company is
a third-generation, family-owned
business and our products are
proudly made in America.
Elbit Systems
Advanced Technology Center,
PO Box 539, Haifa, 31053, ISRAEL
aerospace@elbitsystems.com
www.elbitsystems.com
Tel: +972 4 831 5315

Dalia Rosen, VP & Head Corp Comms

Elbit Systems EW
& SIGINT – Elisra
29 Hamerkava Street, PO Box 150,
Holon, 58101, ISRAEL
marketing@elisra.com
www.elbitsystems.com
Tel: +972 3 617 5560 Fax: 617 5859
Edgar Maimon, Exec VP/GM
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Request your free trial with Kelly Raines,
our Digital Sales Manager:
kelly.r@shephardmedia.com
+44(0)20 3179 2598 or
USA toll free 855 3416 602
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LMT DEFENSE INTRODUCES THE
®

CONFINED SPACE
WEAPON
Confined space weapon, includes LMT PDW
weapon with suppressed barrel assembly.
Overall weapon length of 24"
24”

ULTRA
QUIET

COMPACT
LENGTH

USA
MADE

Lewis Machine & Tool Company
Milan, Illinois
Main: 309.787.7151 • Sales: 309.732.9527
100% US MADE
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